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The Modern Elk Hunter is a simple step-by-step guide in planning a Western hunt. It introduces the

reader to the Western landscape, the game that inhabits it, and the hunting lure that will draw you

in. It walks through the many license options and research resources a hunter has at their fingertips,

and also advises how to best utilize them. By providing recommendations to follow, blunders to

avoid, and many little known tips and tricks, The Modern Elk Hunter is a one-stop shop in increasing

the success of your next Western hunt!
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Great book! Obviously written by an expert hunter and superior human being. If I knew where this

guy lived, I'd go to his house and make him go to a local dive bar and buy him a beer. Of course,

the judge said to me that this is borderline stalking, so instead I will only recommend his book.

"The Modern Elk Hunter: A Contemporary Guide to Planning a Western Hunt" is an informative

guide to successfully plan and execute your elk hunt. The book is a quick and easy read with

countless tips on what you need to know to increase your success rate in the field. Just as



important, the reader understands that increasing your percentage of success in the field starts with

how you plan and prepare for your hunt, before you ever step foot in the woods.What I know about

the author, Mr. Todd Wilson, is that he has spent countless hours in the woods and has first hand

knowledge and experience of what it takes to drop an elk. I would describe myself as an

unsuccessful amateur hunter with a couple years of experience. That changed this past fall when

Todd personally guided me on a public unit in The Rockies opening day of rifle season in the Fall of

2014. The result of this trip was my first successful elk hunt!I can say that the very first thing I did to

prepare myself for this hunt was read this book. A must read for any level elk hunter.

This is my first  review, but I felt compelled to write it because this book is of the very highest quality.

It does exactly what it says it does, with good writing and some humor to boot! Read this before any

other book, and read it again before you actually start planning.

The ultimate beginners guide to elk hunting in the American West. This is a quick and easy read,

providing all of the information needed to plan a hunting trip and to maximize your chances of

success. If you're seeking a single source to explain all aspects of a modern elk hunt, look no

further than this book.I bought read the book last summer prior to planning my first elk hunt in the

Rockies and I could not have been more pleased with the results. My father and I each managed to

bag a monster bull within the first half of our one week trip. I credit all of our success to the

information I gained from reading this book.

I highly recommend this guide for any hunter planning a western hunt. Mr. Wilson breaks down all

the necessities, from acquiring the right license to effectively scouting the unit you are planning to

hunt, in a way that even the most amateur hunter can understand. As an avid hunter whose been

hunting for years, I can honestly say this book includes many tips and advice that proved extremely

helpful this past hunting season. I look forward to using the information Iâ€™ve read in this guide for

many season to come.

This book is especially helpful for planning your hunt and how to go about applying for tags in

western states. This book touches on strategy and tactics, but only very briefly.

Well written, lots of details to plan my upcoming hunt out west.Thanks for many tricks of increasing

the opportunity to come away from the field with an elk.



Very comprehensive, especially for a new western hunter. I suggest reading it several months

before you travel or apply for your tags.
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